
About Trust & Will

Simple, effective, and secure 
Estate Plans for members.

Trust & Will is a modern digital estate planning provider, offering legally 

valid documents designed and approved by estate planning attorneys to 

comply with state-specific guidelines in all 50 states. Since 2017, more 

than 250,000 Trust & Will members have created an online estate plan to 

set up their family legacy. We make estate planning simple, affordable, 

and accessible by providing a secure way to set up a plan online in 

minutes, using bank-level encryption that protects customer data and 

complies with the highest security standards, including SOC2. 

Trust & Will is a great fit for anyone with an uncomplicated estate, which 

typically includes less than $5 million in assets. Members save thousands 

of dollars by setting up an Estate Plan through Trust & Will versus 

working with an attorney. For those with more complicated estates or 

detailed questions, we provide an option for Attorney Support. All plans 

include one year of membership, allowing unlimited updates and shared 

digital access with family, financial advisors, or attorneys. 


Visit  to learn more. trustandwill.com
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An Uncomplicated Estate



“Trust & Will came recommended from a friend 
and I’m glad I used them. Creating a will was 
something daunting in my mind but the online 
format made it easy and allowed me to consider 
various options as I created my personalized 
plan. I feel good that I now have something in 
place if something were to happen to me.”   

—Philip Hoog, Trust & Will Member

Revocable Living Trust

Schedule of Assets

Pour Over Will

HIPAA Authorization

Living Will

Power of Attorney

Certification of Trust

includeS State-specific docs:

$599
Include spouse documents 

for just $100 more

Trust-Based Estate Plan

Last Will & Testament

HIPAA Authorization

Living Will

Power of Attorney

includeS State-specific docs:

$159
Include spouse documents 

for just $100 more

Will-Based Estate Plan

Nomination of Guardian

includeS State-specific docs:

$39
Include spouse documents 

for just $30 more

Nomination of Guardian

https://www.trustandwill.com

